
Free Lesson Plan                  
The Work of Kevin Cyr                                                                                                                    A Stockyard Institute Program

Artist Statement
In a culture in which people are easily lured by the appeal of status-enhancing symbols, I �nd beauty in derelict cars and unkempt landscapes. I 
have always been interested in painting vehicles and scenes that have de�ned the evolution of the American landscape...  Kevin Cyr

Brainstorm: What do we know about Cyr’s work? (write on back, make detailed notes from your student’s comments)
Goal: To understand the ideas around the nomadic mobile structures of Brooklyn artist Kevin Cyr. 
Title: Building a Traveling Homestead for the New Worlds Near 
Materials: Various drawing materials.
Context: (What do you know) about designing mobile structures, background, artist project vs scienti�c solution, homeless considerations, history 
of vehicles, prototypes in use. Write a story about the person using this vehicle and begin a small catalogue of images. 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Subtext: (What is unsaid) mysterious or uncharted about Cyr’s work? How does your student contribute to the design through their story?
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Connected Activity with students: Take a �eld trip to any Chicago viaduct under the expressway as a research project, display your photo-
graphs in the room / create a 3-D model in the school, watch videos of Kevin Cyr, learn to use tools, perform a ritualistic viaduct ceremonial dance, 
give a lecture on city camping, do a silent play on the imaginary lives of the homeless, keep a journal and create a small booklet of the viaducts 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Intelligences: What should the students know?, be able to do or become familiar with to do this project?
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Detail student activities: 
-Go to the school library and �nd available resources on the individual topics.
-Work on drawings of vehicles, trace maps from maps to understand, add dimensions & color of vehicles with your hand. 
-Create a large �at map of the city to identify locales, make it really nice, a �ne backdrop for lectures.
-Have a critique of the drawings. Students may work in pairs or teams to design and build vehicles.   
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Does this support the community or planet? Are your students cultures considered?
Brainstorm: Now what do we know about artists who build structures? Have a �nal re�ection about what happened through the smaller projects 
and how students can positively comment on the contributions of their peers. 

Visit www.stockyardinstitute.org to get involved recalibrating the components of creative pedagogy in Chicago and beyond.  


